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A Critical Analysis of Pres. Noynoy Aquino's Government The strengthening of democratic and legal institutions could be
the great legacy of the.

Gloria Macapagal Arroyo â€”10 , who was accused of corrupt dealings including the rigging of the
presidential election. A lack of understanding of how culture plays a significant role in national security
worked against the President and his administration on more than one occasion. An overseas Filipino worker
who was sentenced to be executed on April 29, , Veloso had been incarcerated in Indonesia for 5 years before
her case became a national topic in the Philippines. When the President flounders in his speeches, whose fault
is it? When delivering his speeches, President Aquino speaks too fast, trips on sentences and has a penchant
for punctuating them with jokes. Aquino left the company in to work for another family-owned business, a
sugar refinery. But in his communication effectiveness, primarily because he is not afraid to use Filipino and
colloquial language, he would be ranked together with Erap. Aquino emphasized the need for investment in
the energy sector, particularly in oil and gas exploration, which is primarily offshore. He picked up the theme
of his first SONA and talked about how his government is moving to right what he feels are the wrongs of his
predecessor Gloria Macapagal Arroyo and her administration. The Philippines sought a judgment from the
Permanent Court of Arbitration at The Hague to clarify the ownership of a reef that was claimed by China
despite the fact that it lay within Philippine territorial waters. Ferdinand Marcos who was imprisoned when the
younger Benigno was a child, was released and allowed to go to the United States in  The Reed Bank, called
Recto Bank in the Philippines, is a small island considered by the Philippines to be within its exclusive
economic zone and separate from the Spratly Islands. Corruption in courts has been a major obstacle to social
justice and expanding investment in the Philippines. NasaanAngPangulo topped worldwide trends as citizens
wondered why their President was a no-show at the event. The deal promised a significant amount of
autonomy to a Muslim-majority region of southern Mindinao and seemingly concluded four decades of deadly
conflict. These groups are assessing whether Aquino is a leader who will break the cycle of corruption, get
investment flowing, expound and implement a national security strategy, and find a path to peace in
Mindanao. She has grown on me like a callus on my foot, something that I can tolerate not because I like it,
but because I am not particularly concerned about the aesthetics of my feet. He will get high marks from
Filipinos who appreciate significant new trade with China, but have reacted strongly against Chinese
assertions of sovereignty and aggressive actions toward Philippine oil and gas exploration ships working in
what they deem to be Philippine waters. A2: About halfway through his speech, Aquino made a pointed
notably direct statement on the conflict with China in the South China Sea. Deaths that could have been
prevented. When it seemed all hope was lost, the Aquino administration â€” in a quite dramatic sequence of
events â€” found a way to stall the execution with only minutes to spare. The new government under President
Aquinoâ€” an analysis. When he failed Mamasapano was not the only time when Aquino, the Commander in
Chief, fell short of putting across an impactful message. All rights reserved. It is an illegal numbers game
played in the Philippines that originated from China meaning "flower" jue and "bet" teng. While deposed
President Joseph Estrada also used Filipino in his speeches, it is Aquino who has been the most consistent in
the use of Filipino throughout his presidency, Navera said. What is jueteng?


